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W H I T E  P A P E R

This white paper lays out 
the best practices for 
creating performance-
optimized reference 
signals using signal 
generation software 
tools.

Generate Performance-Optimized RF 
Signals Using Waveform Filtering

Engineers regularly encounter new challenges in the design and test of their 

modern radio-frequency (RF) devices as they work to ensure compliance with the 

latest complex standards. This is especially true for RF devices that must achieve 

test specifications for in-channel and out-of-channel performance.

RF device test challenges include making accurate RF power measurements 

and identifying and solving interference and signal integrity problems. Engineers 

must be confident that the results of the RF test measurement reflect the device’s 

performance rather than the signal generator’s or signal analyzer’s performance. 

To ensure that measurement results accurately portray the RF device’s 

performance, the test system must outperform the device under test (DUT).
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Figure 1. Spectrum regrowth of a digitally modulated signal

In an RF device test configuration, a signal generator simulates an ideal input signal for 

the DUT. Signal generators deliver unmatched performance in spectral purity, modulation 

quality, and output power. Engineers also need software tools to optimize the best 

performance for specific test cases, such as adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) and 

error vector magnitude (EVM). For these types of tests, the signal generator must output a 

high-power signal while maintaining its output spectral purity and modulation quality.

Optimize Out-of-Channel RF Performance
Digital modulation that uses both amplitude and phase shifts generates distortion, also 

known as spectral regrowth. The spectral regrowth spreads outside the main channel. You 

examine this type of distortion with ACPR measurements. ACPR measures the ratio of 

the main channel power to the power that falls into adjacent channels. To perform ACPR 

measurement, you need a signal generator with low distortion performance to generate 

a specific standard-compliant test signal. Signal generators can stimulate a higher ACPR 

signal to overcome the hardware limitations using waveform filtering and windowing for 

orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signals.
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Waveform filtering

A baseband waveform can apply a baseband filter to reduce the transmitted bandwidth 

and optimize ACPR performance. Baseband filters are often finite impulse response (FIR) 

filters, such as Gaussian, root-raised cosine, and lowpass, the most frequently used filter. 

For example, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE standard does not define 

a specific transmission filter. This allows various filter implementations for optimizing in-

channel or out-of-channel performance. Figure 2 shows the 3GPP LTE frequency division 

duplex (FDD) waveform spectrum without additional filtering using Keysight PathWave 

signal generation software. Figure 3 shows that applying an additional lowpass filter 

reduces the out-of-channel spectrum. Waveform filtering improves the test signal for 

evaluating the ACPR performance of your DUTs.

Figure 2. A 3GPP LTE FDD waveform spectrum without additional filtering
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Figure 3. A 3GPP LTE FDD waveform spectrum with a lowpass filter

OFDM windowing

Wireless standards that use an OFDM modulation scheme, a method of encoding digital 

data on multiple carrier frequencies, do not specify a baseband filter. This allows for 

different filter implementations that optimize either the in-channel performance, resulting in 

improved EVM, or out-of-channel performance, resulting in better ACPR. Windowing is a 

method of reducing the spectral sidelobes of OFDM. Raised-cosine windowing is common 

because of its tapered and smooth edges. Multiply the OFDM symbol by the raised-cosine 

window before transmission to limit out-of-channel spectrum. Figure 4 shows the OFDM 

symbol windowing process smoothing the transition between symbols, the overlapped 

segment. The suffix window rolls off from 1 to 0 for the duration. The prefix window rolls 

on from 0 to 1, providing a smooth transition from symbol A to symbol B. The windowing 

length is determined by the number of samples in the suffix or prefix during windowing.
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Figure 4. OFDM raised-cosine windowing processes

For example, the IEEE 802.11ax standard has 16 samples in the guard interval, and the 

waveform oversampling ratio is 2. The maximum windowing length is 16 * 2. Figures 

5 and 6 show the waveform spectrum with different windowing lengths of 2 and 32. 

Notice that when the windowing length increases, the out-of-band spectrum decreases.
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Figure 5. An 802.11ax waveform setup for setting windowing length to 2

Figure 6. An 802.11ax waveform setup for setting windowing length to 32

Both OFDM windowing 
and waveform filtering 
provide the advantage 
of a spectral shape of 
the output signal for 
ACPR tests. However, 
optimizing out-of-
channel performance 
tends to make in-channel 
performance worse. 
R&D engineers apply 
different parameters of 
the windowing and the 
filtering to troubleshoot 
their designs and 
optimize a test signal for 
out-of-channel tests. A 
flexible suite of signal-
creation tools reduces 
the time you spend on 
signal simulation.
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Improve In-Channel RF Performance
Figure 7 shows a poor frequency response signal (left) and a flat frequency response 

signal (right). For in-channel RF measurements, a test signal with poor frequency 

responses degrades signal integrity, such as EVM. Recommendations to overcome 

the signal generator’s frequency responses include using the equalization filter, internal 

channel correction, and user correction.

Figure 7. RF amplitude flatness

Equalization filter

Applying equalization can remove linear errors from modulated signals by creating and 

applying a FIR compensating filter. The FIR filter can correct the RF amplitude and 

phase frequency response of a test signal caused by a signal generator or a whole test 

system. Signal generators allow you to load a predefined FIR filter file or define a user 

FIR filter and apply the filter to a baseband waveform to correct frequency responses. 

Figure 8 shows a FIR filter in frequency and time domains.

Figure 8. Display a FIR filter in the frequency domain (left) and the time domain (right)
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Channel correction

A signal generator’s internal circuitry, including mixers, filter, and amplifiers, adds 

frequency responses that degrade modulation quality. The responses occur at different 

frequencies, affecting phase, and different output levels, affecting amplitude. Two 

channel correction methods — internal and user — help mitigate the signal generator’s 

baseband and the RF magnitude and phase errors.

Internal channel correction

The internal calibration routine collects correction data for magnitude and phase 

errors of a signal generator. The calibration measurements occur across the entire RF 

frequency and power ranges. Digital signal processors, internal to the signal generator, 

process the data used for real-time channel correction. Resulting data includes filter 

correction parameters applied to baseband waveforms in real time, which is especially 

important for wide bandwidth signal generation. The signal generator will automatically 

calculate a channel correction filter when you set a new frequency.

Figure 9 shows a 64QAM demodulation analysis at a 100 MHz symbol rate. The I/Q 

constellation (upper left) is chaotic because of the wide bandwidth frequency responses, 

preventing correct signal demodulation.

Figure 9. Frequency response impacts on signal modulation quality
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Figure 10. Signal generator with internal channel correction on

Figure 10 shows the demodulation analysis of the 64QAM signal with internal channel 

correction on. Notice the concentration of the symbols (upper left) in the constellation 

diagram. The EVM appears at 0.82%.

User channel correction calibration

When you are building a test system, cables, connectors, switches, and fixtures in 

the paths between a signal generator and a DUT can degrade measurement accuracy 

because of frequency response errors. User channel correction calibration extends the 

signal generator’s performance to a new calibration plane, the user’s DUT input port. Use 

a USB power sensor to perform the calibration, as shown in Figure 11. You will need to 

specify the start and stop frequencies, configure the power meter and sensor, and then 

execute the calibration.
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Figure 11. Use a USB power sensor to execute user channel correction calibration

Generate True Performance
Improving your RF signal generator’s measurement performance will help you confidently 

measure your RF device for the most accurate results. Understanding and managing a 

signal generator’s effects on in-band and out-of-band RF measurements are essential to 

achieving measurements that truly reflect the RF device’s performance. Take advantage of 

setting the signal generator’s ACPR signal higher using OFDM windowing and waveform 

filtering. Manage the signal generator’s frequency responses using the signal generator’s 

equalization filter and internal and user channel correction. These tips will ensure the best 

signal generator configurations for optimal measurement results.

Keysight PathWave signal generation software provides different options for filtering to 

allow users to modify the ACPR and EVM characteristics of the signal. Keysight provides 

different solutions for generating wide bandwidth signals that meet your performance 

and bandwidth requirements. These solutions are flexible enough to scale as wireless 

standards evolve. Visit Keysight’s signal generator web site at  

www.keysight.com/find/sg.
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services, 

please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:       

www.keysight.com/find/contactus

Learn more
• Application note: Stimulus-Response Testing for LTE Components

• White paper: Improve Test Integrity for RF and Microwave Signal Generation

• Application note: How to Minimize Measurement Uncertainty Using RF Signal 
Generators


